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Infants imitate others’ individual actions, but do they also replicate others’ joint activities? To examine whether observing joint action influences infants’ initiation of joint action, forty-eight 18-month-old infants observed object demonstrations by 2 models acting together (joint action), 2 models acting individually (individual action), or 1 model acting alone (solitary action). Infants’ behavior was examined after they were given each object. Infants in the joint action condition attempted to initiate joint action more often than infants in the other conditions, yet they were equally likely to communicate for other reasons and to imitate the demonstrated object-directed actions. The findings suggest that infants learn to replicate others’ joint activity through observation, an important skill for cultural transmission of shared practices.

Action observation is a valuable learning opportunity that enables infants to acquire culturally relevant knowledge about objects and behavior from early in life (e.g., Meltzoff, 1985, 1988; Tomasello, 1999). Research on imitation has provided much evidence that infants learn individual actions through observation. However, very little is known about whether infants also learn joint activities through observation. The current study focuses on whether infants, when observing others’ joint activity, encode the participants’ goals to act together, such that the infants are later motivated to replicate the joint activity they observed.

Findings from research on object-directed imitation show that by 9 months of age, infants reproduce novel actions on objects, even after a delay (Herbert, Gross, & Hayne, 2006; Meltzoff, 1988). In the 2nd year of life, infants imitate actions with an understanding of the model’s intentions: They imitate a model’s intended actions more than her accidental actions (Carpenter, Akhtar, & Tomasello, 1998), enact goals of incomplete actions (Meltzoff, 1995; Nielsen, 2006), and reproduce a model’s means selectively in relation to her goal (Gergely, Bekkering, & Király, 2002). Thus, before the age of 2, infants can encode others’ individual object-directed goals and later replicate observed actions to achieve those goals.

Further findings reveal that 1- to 2-year-old infants’ object-directed imitation is influenced by the social nature of the model. For example, infants are more likely to imitate the actions of human models than nonhuman models (e.g., mechanical pincers; Meltzoff, 1995; Slaughter & Corbett, 2007), and to imitate the actions of a model who engages with them socially than one who acts aloof (Nielsen, 2006). Infants are also more likely to imitate a novel action when the model is present and watching them than when she has left the room or is turned away (Király, 2009), or when she is only seen on video (Nielsen, Simcock, & Jenkins, 2008).

While these previous studies give some insight into the social factors that infants take into account when learning from observation, they focus on the goals and actions of a single model in isolation. In contrast, infants’ everyday experience is a rich social environment in which they often observe several people acting together. One question is thus what infants learn when they observe interactions. Paradigms in which infants watch from a third-person perspective as two individuals interact have revealed that 1-year-olds differentially encode individuals’ roles (Schöppner, Sodian, & Pauen, 2006) and that 18-month-olds can learn the referent of a word (Floor & Akhtar, 2006) or point (Gräfenhain, Behne, Carpenter, & Tomasello, 2009), or even learn a novel action (Herold & Akhtar, 2008) when it is presented to another person. Repacholi and Meltzoff (2007) further showed that watching others’ social interactions subsequently influences 18-month-olds’ imitation of goal-directed actions. In their study, infants watched while an onlooker commented on the model’s actions. Infants were less likely to imitate the model if she had received
demonstrated either by one model acting alone or by others’ actions. During the current study, infants observed the same object-directed actions on an object, will she encode their social goal of acting together with a joint goal? Even though the individual action demonstration is performed by two people, they are not acting together; thus, it should not motivate infants to initiate joint action.

We also examined whether initiation of joint action was specific to an individual who was part of the original interaction (i.e., the model) by comparing how often infants’ initiation attempts were directed to the model or to their parent. In addition, to ensure that any difference in initiation of joint action was not due to an overall increase in social behavior by the infant, we also examined infants’ attempts to communicate with either adult for reasons other than initiating the joint activity. Finally, to test whether infants were equally motivated to replicate the object-directed actions, we examined infants’ imitative actions on the object.

**Method**

**Participants**

Forty-eight 18-month-old infants (20 females; mean age = 18 months 28 days, SD = 20 days) participated in the study. An additional 4 infants were excluded from the analyses: 1 for experimenter error and 3 for refusing to participate. Participants were recruited from a database of parents who expressed interest in participating in research with their child. Infants were primarily white and from middle-class families, living in a medium-sized European city.

**Materials**

A different novel object was used in each of six trials (see Figure 1). The objects included: (a) two bicycle bells attached to a wooden base, (b) two wooden levers on a wooden base, (c) a wooden drum with two drumsticks attached to it with cords, (d) a large plastic wheel on a wooden base,
(e) a large plastic switch on top of a plastic box, and (f) a trampoline with which a small ball could be bounced on a large plastic plate.

Procedure

Infants were randomly assigned to either the joint or solitary condition, the individual condition was run later as a control. Infants sat on their parent’s lap at the head of a rectangular table with Model 1 sitting to their left and in the joint and individual action conditions, Model 2 sitting to their right (see Figure 2). Each of the six trials included a demonstration phase and a test phase. The order of presentation of objects was counterbalanced across infants.

Demonstration phase. To begin the demonstration phase, Model 1 retrieved an object from a box below the table, saying, “Oh, look at this,” addressing the infant and only in the joint action condition, also addressing Model 2. In the joint action condition, the two models then took turns acting on the object and also acted on it simultaneously. Specifically, each model performed the action on the object three times in a row, then one model said, “Now together,” and both models did the action simultaneously six times. Then the sequence was repeated, with each model performing the action on the object separately three times in a row, and then performing the action together six times. During each action demonstration, the model made a comment about the object (e.g., “This is fun”) and made eye contact with the other model and the infant. For the objects with two manipulable parts (i.e., bells, levers, and drum), each model only acted on one part. For the objects with one manipulable part (i.e., wheel, switch, and trampoline), they both acted on the same part. Thus, the demonstration in the joint action condition allowed infants to observe that the object could be acted on by either one or two people.

In the individual action condition, the models carried out the same actions and comments as in the joint action condition. However, one model completed all of her actions and comments on the object before the other model acted on it and the models only looked at the object and the infant, never at each other. For example, Model 1 acted on the object three times using her right hand, then three times using her left hand, then six times using both hands simultaneously. While Model 1 acted on the object, Model 2 sat quietly and looked downward. Next, Model 2 acted on the object in the same way while Model 1 sat quietly and looked downward.

In the solitary action condition, Model 1 said the same statements and performed the same actions on the object as were seen in the previous conditions; however, she performed all of the actions herself using her left and right hands as in the individual action condition.

Since each action the models performed was quite brief (e.g., hitting the drum or spinning the wheel), a complete object demonstration lasted approximately 40 s. At the end of the demonstration in the joint and individual action conditions, Model 2 excused herself from the table and waited out of view behind a screen, leaving Model 1 and the infant at the table to begin the test phase.
Test phase. The 90-s test phase began when Model 1 moved the object toward the infant and said, “Here, try it.” She then turned to face forward, sat back in her chair and looked down at the table, with her hand remaining near the toy (see Figure 2). If an infant addressed the model, she looked at the infant, leaned slightly forward, nodded and said, “Mm hmm,” and then sat back and looked down again. Parents were instructed to behave the same way if their child tried to communicate with them or give them the object. By behaving this way, the model (or parent) signaled that she was able to be interacted with, but was not initiating or reinforcing interactions with the child. At the end of the test phase in either condition, Model 1 played with the infant for a few seconds before putting the object away. This served to prevent the infant from becoming discouraged from engaging with her in subsequent trials. In the joint and individual action conditions, Model 2 returned from behind the screen to begin the next trial.

Coding

Invitations. Our main variable of interest was invitations: infants’ attempts to initiate joint activity with an adult (i.e., the model or their parent). Invitations were defined as behaviors communicating that the infant wanted the adult to interact with her and the object. Each invitation included either moving the object toward the adult or moving the adult’s hand to the object, as well as one or more of the following social cues: making eye contact, vocalizing, or smiling, and specifically communicating a desire for the adult to act on the object together in play. For example, an invitation to the model was coded when the infant moved the object toward the model, looked at her, and waited in expectation for her to act on the object.

Other communicative behaviors. Infants’ attempts to communicate with an adult for reasons other than initiating joint activity were coded as other communicative behaviors. These behaviors occurred when the infant directed two or more social cues to the adult (i.e., moving the object toward the adult, moving the adult’s hand to the object, making eye contact, vocalizing, or smiling) without attempting to initiate further joint activity. For example, if an infant made eye contact and smiled at the model while lifting up the object, as with a showing gesture (Bates, Camaioni, & Volterra, 1975), her behavior did not convey a clear expectation that the model should act on the object and it could simply communicate that the infant wanted to show the model the object. As a second example, if an infant moved the object toward the model and...
vocalized to her, but then disengaged from the object, it could communicate that the infant wanted to get rid of the object. In sum, unless a communicative attempt showed a clear expectation from the infant that she desired the adult to join in acting on the object, the behavior was coded as other communicative behavior rather than invitation.

Object-directed imitation. When infants performed the demonstrated actions on the object (e.g., ringing the bells on the bell object), the duration of the behavior was coded as imitation.

Reliability. In addition to the main coder who was blind to the study’s hypotheses, a second coder coded four randomly selected infants in each condition (25%) to assess reliability. Intraclass correlations (ICC; Shrout & Fleiss, 1979) revealed significant agreement between the coders on the number of invitations (ICC = .79, \( p < .001 \)), the number of other communicative behaviors (ICC = .92, \( p < .001 \)), and the duration of imitation per infant (ICC = .92, \( p < .001 \)). For object-directed imitation, coders also agreed on whether imitation occurred in a trial in all but one case (99% agreement, 72 cases).

Results

Preliminary analyses revealed no gender differences on any of the reported measures. A total of 11 trials were removed from the analyses due to children’s unwillingness to play (\( n = 7 \) trials across 4 infants), parental interference (\( n = 1 \) trial), or experimenter error (\( n = 3 \) trials across 3 infants).

Our primary hypothesis was that infants in the joint action condition would be more likely to invite an adult to join their activity than those in the individual or solitary action conditions. Infants’ number of invitations per trial was analyzed with a mixed-effect Poisson regression model. The Poisson distribution was used since it is appropriate for count data. The model was fit using the lmer function of the R package lme4 (Bates, 2005; Bates & Sarkar, 2007; R Development Core Team, 2005). The model included condition and person (model or parent) as fixed factors with the joint action condition as the baseline against which the individual and solitary action conditions were compared. Random effects for subjects and objects were also included to account for any nonindependence among infants’ responses and among the responses to the different objects (Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008). As predicted, the results showed that infants made more invitations in the joint action condition than either the individual (\( \beta = -1.31, z = -2.20, p = .03 \)) or solitary (\( \beta = -1.03, z = -2.01, p = .04 \)) action conditions, suggesting that infants were motivated to reproduce the joint activity they observed (see Figure 3). We also tested for learning or fatigue effects over the trials and found no differences between the rate of inviting for Trials 1 and 2 compared to Trials 5 and 6, \( t(47) = -1.50, p = .14 \).

A secondary question was whether infants’ invitations would be directed to both the model and their parent equally. The results showed that infants were overall more likely to direct invitations to the model than to their parent (\( \beta = 1.27, z = 2.05, p = .04 \)). There was a trend for an interaction between person and condition (\( \beta = 1.48, z = 1.81, p = .07 \)), suggesting that this effect was not present in the individual action condition in which infants were equally likely to direct invitations to the model or their parent.

To ensure that any difference in initiation of joint action was not due to an overall increase in social behavior by the infant, we examined infants’ attempts to communicate with either adult for reasons other than initiating the joint activity. A possible alternative explanation for infants’ higher rate of inviting is that the joint action condition motivated infants to engage socially overall, rather than specifically for the purpose of initiating joint activity. If so, infants would also show more other communicative behaviors in the joint action condition than in the other two conditions. We analyzed the

Figure 3. Mean number of invitations per trial to the model and parent in the joint, individual, and solitary action conditions. Note. Bars indicate standard errors.
number of other communicative behaviors in the same way as the number of invitations. The analysis revealed that there were no significant differences between conditions. If anything, we found only a marginally significant trend in the opposite direction with more communicative behaviors in the individual than the joint action condition ($\beta = 0.60, z = 1.82, p = .07$). Thus, infants’ motivation to socially engage an adult for reasons other than inviting was not greater in the joint action condition and further suggests that the influence of the joint action demonstration was specific to initiating joint activity.

Finally, to examine whether infants were equally motivated to replicate the object-directed actions they observed in the demonstration, we compared their object-directed imitation across the three conditions. All infants performed the demonstrated actions at least once, with no significant difference across the conditions in the proportion of trials with imitation (joint $M = 0.93$, individual $M = 0.97$, solitary $M = 0.94$), $F(2, 45) = 0.71, p = .50$, or in the amount of time infants spent imitating per trial (joint $M = 36.88$ s, individual $M = 37.80$ s, solitary $M = 39.67$ s), $F(2, 45) = 0.38, p = .69$. Thus, infants in all conditions attended to the demonstrations, learned what action could be performed on each object, and replicated that action. As an additional control, the data on invitations and other engagement attempts were reanalyzed using only the trials in which infants imitated the object-directed actions, and we obtained the same results as described above.

Discussion

Infants who observed two models acting together on an object not only imitated their object-directed actions, but also attempted to reproduce their joint activity as a whole, as evidenced by their inviting of an adult to join their action. This finding suggests that when observing joint activities, 18-month-old infants encode others’ individual object-directed goals and joint social goals. In addition, infants adopt these goals, motivating them to replicate both object-directed actions and joint activities.

Infants’ motivation to invite the adult to engage in joint activity was not based on an overall increased social motivation in the joint action condition. First, the model(s) behaved equally socially with infants in all conditions, making it unlikely that infants saw the model as more socially engaging or friendly in the joint action condition. Second, the results showed that infants did not engage in more of the other communicative behaviors in the joint action condition. Thus, infants were not reluctant to approach an adult in the individual or solitary action conditions. Instead, the difference in inviting across conditions appears to be based specifically on a motivation to replicate the joint activity they observed.

Importantly, the individual action condition gives further support that infants recognize the joint goal present in the joint action condition. That is, simply seeing two people act on the toy is not sufficient to motivate infants to engage another in joint play. Only in the case where the models were truly acting together did infants also show a desire to act together as well.

The results of the current study suggest that infants’ motivation to replicate a joint activity is not necessarily limited to the person who modeled it. Infants also invited their parent to act on the object. While we found that infants invited the model significantly more often than their parent overall, this difference could simply be an effect of the experimental setup in which it was easier to move the object to the model (who sat next to them at the table) than to their parent (on whose lap they sat). Thus, infants may be just as likely to invite someone other than the model if it is equally easy to do so. An additional finding was a marginally significant interaction regarding invitations to parents, such that for the individual action condition, the proportion of invitations to the parent and model were equal, while in the other two conditions, the model received more invitations than the parent. It is not clear what the source of this effect is and it is certainly an interesting issue for future research to examine the effects of different social demonstrations on infants’ interactions with parents and others.

Another issue is whether infants’ motivation to initiate joint action would extend to objects that were not demonstrated in the joint activity. It is currently unclear whether infants learned in the demonstration that the specific object is for joint activity or rather that the models had a more general social goal of acting together. We believe that if either the demonstrated object or the original model is present at test, infants would see the joint action demonstration as relevant and be motivated to replicate the joint activity.

Eighteen-month-old infants were chosen for the current study because previous studies have demonstrated third-party learning and imitation (e.g., Floor & Akhtar, 2006; Gräfenhain et al., 2009; Herold & Akhtar, 2008) as well as synchronic imitation in
the course of social interactions (Asendorpf, War
tentin, & Baudonnière, 1996; Nielsen & Dissana-
yake, 2004) at this age. It is an empirical question
whether even younger infants could recognize and
attempt to reproduce joint goals in others’ inter-
actions. One possibility is that the ability depends
in part on infants’ own participation in social inter-
actions with joint goals and that only after some
direct experience of acting together with others do
infants recognize as an observer when joint goals
are underlying others’ interactions. In addition, the-
ories of the development of intentional understand-
ing suggest that a more abstract third-person
understanding of intention emerges around 18–
24 months, when infants are becoming more skilled
in differentiating self from other (Barresi & Moore,
1996).

Our findings also have implications for other
research on joint action and cooperation that use
demonstrations by one (e.g., Brownell, Ramani, &
Zerwas, 2006) or two (e.g., Warneken, Chen, &
Tomasello, 2006) individuals. Based on the current
findings, having two individuals demonstrate a
task together will increase children’s motivation to
engage with another, while having only one indi-
vidual demonstrate could suppress this motivation.
Thus, it is an issue for researchers to consider when
designing future experiments.

Overall the current study is an important step
into exploring how young children understand and
are influenced by actions they observe. Our results
show that seeing others perform an activity
together leads infants to want to perform this activity
together as well. While much previous research
has shown that infants learn about others’ individual
actions through observation, the current findings
are the first to demonstrate that infants also learn about others’ joint activities through observation.
This type of social learning provides a powerful
way of acquiring shared practices. The current
research thus extends cultural learning accounts by
revealing new aspects of infants’ sophisticated
social cognitive skills that provide a basis for cul-
tural creation and participation.
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